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Formation of monodisperse bubbles in a microfluidic flow-focusing device
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This letter describes a method for generating monodisperse gaseous bubbles in a microfluidic
flow-focusing device. The bubbles can be obtained in a range of diameters from 10 to 1000mm. The
volume Vb of the bubbles scales with the flow rateq and the viscositym of the liquid, and the
pressurep of the gas stream asVb~p/qm. This method allows simultaneous, independent control of
the size of the individual bubbles and volume fraction of the dispersed phase. Under appropriate
conditions, bubbles self-assemble into highly ordered, flowing lattices. Structures of these lattices
can be adjusted dynamically by changing the flow parameters. ©2004 American Institute of

Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1796526]
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This letter describes a microfluidic method for a dir
on-chip generation of monodisperse gaseous bubbles
simultaneous and independent control over the size o
bubbles and volume fraction of the dispersed phase. M
fluidic devices are becoming important for applications
on-chip separation,1–3 high-throughput screening,4 protein
crystallization,5,6 and kinetic analysis.7,8 These devices re
quire the control of small volumes of fluids, and the un
standing of multiphase flows. Liquid-liquid dispersions h
been generated via a number of methods, including
geometry-dominated breakup9,10 and flow-dominate
rupturing.11–16 Less work has dealt with gas-liquid disp
sions. For example, Ganan-Calvoet al.17 described the for
mation of monodisperse gas bubbles in capillaries. The
ported a high Reynolds number scaling that is independe
the fluid viscosity. Here, we describe a flow-focusing de
incorporated directly into a microfluidic chip and capable
delivering bubbles at frequencies exceeding 105 bubbles pe
second. In a wide range of flow parameters the polydis
sity indexs, defined as the standard deviation of the volu
of the bubble divided by the mean volume, is,2%. In our
system viscous effects are important. It operates at low
moderateRe18 and is therefore compatible with conditions
microfluidic devices.

We fabricated the flow-focusing devices12 (Fig. 1) using
soft lithography.19,20 We assembled the devices by plac
Polydimethylosiloxane(PDMS_ stamps in contact with gla
cover slides. We filled the channels with water immedia
after sealing to ensure the hydrophilic character of the w
of the microchannels.20 The contact angle of aqueous so
tions used in our study on freshly oxidized PDMS was
than 30°. We supplied nitrogen through the gas inlet cha
from a pressurized tank via a pressure-reduction valve.
liquid was pumped using a digitally controlled syringe pu
(Harvard
Apparatus PhD2000). We used three different liquids: pu
water (viscosity m=0.92 mPa) and two aqueous solutio
of glycerol, 52%sw/wd sm=6.1 mPad and 62%sw/wd sm
=10.84 mPad.21 Apart from one set of experiments, all of t
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liquids also contained 2%sw/wd Tween-20 surfactant. Afte
changing any of the flow parameters, we allowed at
60 s of equilibration time. We used a Nikon camera to
ture still images and Phantom high-speed cameras to ca
movies (capturing frame rates up to 160 kHz). We used
homemade image analysis software to measure the ar
the interface between the bubbles and the top wall o
channel. We calculated the frequency of breakup by ins
ing the movies and counting bubbles formed in a g
interval.

The liquid and gas phases form an interface upstrea
the orifice. The pressure drop along the longitudinal ax
the device forces the tip of the gas stream into the or
The tip proceeds through the orifice and fills a disk-like
cavity downstream of the orifice(see Fig. 1). The growing
bubble displaces and pushes away the liquid in the o
channel. In the orifice, because of the hydrophilic chara
of the channel walls, the gaseous thread is surrounde
continuous liquid film. Due to the high surface energy of
configuration, the thread is not dynamically stable an
breaks to release a bubble into the outlet channel. O
wide range of flow parameters, the system establishes a
ply periodic (“period-1”) state. In each period, a sing
bubble is formed, and the tip of the gas stream comes ba
its initial position upstream of the orifice. For a fixed

FIG. 1. (a) The microfluidic flow-focusing device(top view). The cros
sections of the channels are rectangular. The widths of the inlet cha
were set towl =250mm and wg=200mm for the liquid and gas, respe
tively. We used several widths of the orificeworP h30,60,90,120mmj and
of outlet channelwoutP h250,500,750,1000mmj. The actual dimension
did not differ from the designed ones by more than 3mm. All devices had
the same heighth=28 mm. (b) Illustration of a bubble in the outlet chann
Bubbles are squeezed between the top and bottom wall, and have a d
geometry. We approximate the volume of the bubble isVb=prb

2h, whererb
is the radius of the bubble-wall interface.
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pressure, an increase in the rate of flow of the liquid re
in a decrease of the bubble size. For a given geometry o
channel and gas pressure, there is a critical liquid flow
above which the system transitions into a “period-2” beh
ior, characterized by the formation of two bubbles of dif
ent sizes in each cycle. After the first bubble is released
tip of the gas stream stays in the orifice and continue
elongate, until it breaks again and releases a second b
After the second breakup, the tip retracts upstream from
orifice and the sequence is repeated.

Within the period-1 regime, we have produced bub
having radii between 5 and 500mm by varyingq andp. We
have measured frequencies of formation abovef .100 kHz.
In the period-1 regime, the bubbles are almost ideally m
disperse. The polydispersity indexs falls well below 5%
The actual values established via the image recognition
ware range from 1% to 2% and lie within the measurem
error. The uniformity of the bubbles decreases substan
at the transition between period-1 and period-2 regime
to s=15%. In the period-2 regime,s is again well below
5%, when calculated for large and small bubbles separ

In order to establish the scaling of the size of
bubbles, we varied the gas pressurep, the flow rateq, and
the viscositym of the liquid. We also examined formation
the bubbles in the absence of surfactant. We observed
(i) the volumes of the bubblesVb collapse on a single mas
curve when plotted as a function of the product ofq andm
(see Fig. 2); (ii ) Vb increases with an increase ofp; and(iii )
a twofold increase of the surface tension22 did not induce an
substantial change in the volume of the bubbles.

The observation thatVb is inversely proportional to th
product of viscosity and flow ratesVb~1/mqd suggests th
capillary number Ca=um /g, whereu~q is the average ve
locity of the liquid, as the nondimensional parameter gov
ing the breakup dynamics. To check this hypothesis

FIG. 2. Volume of the bubbles plotted against the product of the flow rq
and viscositym of the liquid, and scaled to the units of pressure by m
plying by L /h4. All experiments were performed withp=27.6 kPa and wit
following geometrical parameters:wor=30 mm, wout=750mm, and L
=30 mm. Symbols correspond to different viscosities and interfacial
sions ssd m=0.92 mPa,g=37.0 mN/m; sDd m=0.92 mPa,g=72 mN/m;
shd m=6.1 mPa,g=31.6 mN/m; andsLd m=10.84 mPa,g=33.1 mN/m
The solid lines give the slope of a relationsqmd−1. The vertical line mark
the transition from the period 1 to period 2. The inset shows scaling o
bubble size with pressure. Five series of data are shown fo(m
=0.92 mPas,g=37 mN/m) and five different flow rates:ssd 0.278,
shd 0.556, sLd 1.39, sDd 2.78, ands¹d 5.66mL/s. We multipliedVb by
qmL /h4 to leave only the dependence on pressure. The solid line give
slope of a linear relation betweenVb andp.
changed the surface tension fromg=37 mN/m [2% sw/wd
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Tween-20] to g=72 mN/m (no surfactant).22 In the absenc
of surfactant, the bubbles coalesce immediately as they
each other in the outlet channel. We were able to deter
their size by inspection of the movies recorded with the h
speed cameras. Surprisingly, the twofold increase ing did
not influencethe volume of the bubbles substantially. T
result excludesthe capillary number as the relevant par
eter, and suggests a breakup mechanism that is not sim
competition between the shear stress and surface te
Finally, for a fixedq, the relation between the volume of
bubble and the gas pressure is linear(inset in Fig. 2).

The volume of the bubbleVb is equal to the rateqgas at
which the bubble expands in the outlet channel times
intervalt between the entrance of the gaseous thread int
orifice and the pinch off. The flow in the outlet channe
subject to viscous resistance, and the rate of expansioqgas
of the bubble can be estimated by the Poiseuille equati
viscous resistanceR to flow R>mL /h4, where the height o
the channelh is the relevant cross-sectional length scale
L is the length of the outlet channel. Thus,qgas=p/R~p/m.
From a detailed study of the breakup mechanism,23 in which
we carefully inspect the evolution of the shape of the
eous thread during breakup, we know that the velocit
collapse—the change of the minimal width of the threa
time—is limited by the flow rateq of the continuous fluid
yielding t~1/q. Combining qgas and t together givesVb
~p/qm, as observed experimentally.

The volume of the bubble depends only on the rati
the pressurep and flow-rateq. By keeping this ratio con
stant, we can control the volume fraction of the dispe
phase independently of the size of the bubbles. We defin
volume fractionfor as the ratio of the average flow rates
which the two fluids exit the orifice:for= fVb/ sfVb+qd,
wheref is the frequency of breakup andVb is the volume o
a single bubble. Interestingly, the volume fractionfch of the
bubbles in the outlet channel—the ratio of the volume o
pied by the bubbles to the volume of the outlet channe
different sfchÞford. Due to the viscous dissipation in th
films between the bubbles and the walls of the channe
bubbles move slower than the liquid.24,25 The ratio of the
flow rates of gas and liquid is preserved, but the vol
fractions are not. Knowingfch and f allows a calculation o
the velocity of the bubbles. Such estimates should be
esting for studies concerning the flow of bubbles, drop
and plugs in narrow channels. Figure 3 shows the frequ
of breakup, the radius of the bubbles, and the volume
tions for, and fch as functions of the liquid flow rate. F
each measurement the gas pressure was adjusted so
keep thep/q ratio constant.

In the outlet channel, the bubbles interact both by el
shape-restoring forces when colliding with each other,
indirectly, by affecting the liquid flow field. Even whenfch
is much smaller than the limit for packing of circles in t
dimensions(0.91), bubbles organize into highly ordere
flowing lattices. We propose that the reason for this beha
lies in the elastic nature of the polymer comprising the
crofluidic device. The pressure difference between the in
and outside of the channel causes it to be slightly bu
upwards with a maximum height at its center. Bubbles ga
in this location to minimize their interfacial area by adop
more spherical shapes. The insets in Fig. 3(a) show example
of such lattices. Whenfch<0.9, bubbles pack into order

e

lattices that occupy the whole cross section of the channel.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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The ability to control size and volume fraction independe
gives access to a variety of regular structures(Fig. 4). Above
the volume fraction of a two-dimensional(2D) close-packe
lattice, bubbles are forced to distort their circular shapes
the flowing lattice becomes a dynamically assembled fo

We have demonstrated a microfluidic bubble gene
that operates at lowRe numbers. A device containing
single orifice produces up to several hundred thou
bubbles per second with the polydispersity index as low
1%-2%. Our system provides simultaneous, indepen
control of both the size and volume fraction of the disp
sion. In a wide range of flow parameters, bubbles
assemble into highly ordered, dynamically adjustable, fl
ing lattices.

Our observations on scaling of the size of the bub
suggest that the dynamics of breakup in a flow-focusing
vice cannot be explained by a competition between the s
stress and interfacial tension. We can speculate tha
period-doubling phenomenon is a result of the balance
tween the Laplace pressure pulling the tip upstream o
orifice, where it has a lower curvature, and of the distribu

FIG. 3. (a) Frequencyf of breakup plotted against the flow rateq of the
liquid. The pressure to flow-rate ratio was kept constant for all the
points. The solid line gives a fitf ~pq. The dimensions of the channel a
wor=60 mm, wout=500mm. (b) ssd The radius of the bubbles formed in t
same experiment,sDd the volume fractionfch of bubbles in the channel, a
shd the volume fraction at which bubbles were formedfor. The arrows
mark the data points for which snapshots of the system are shown as
to plot (a).

FIG. 4. Examples of the flowing lattices formed by the bubbles in the o
channel. The outlet channel width iswout=750mm, the orifice widthwor

=30 mm, and the pressure is set to a constant value ofp=27.6 kPa. Th
liquid flow rates were as follows:(a) 0.2, (b) 0.14, (c) 0.0278,(d) 0.0056
and (e) 0.0028mL/s. Color stills have been converted to black and w
images.
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of pressure in the continuous liquid. Since we also obs
the transition from period-1 to period-2 bubbling in a sys
without surfactant, it cannot be attributed to dynam
surface-tension effects.

We believe that the gas-liquid dispersions in microflu
systems will find applications ranging from pumping
mixing26 to generating bubbles for ultrasound cont
agents.27 The flowing lattices of bubbles might find applic
tions in controlled construction of porous materials o
optics as adjustable diffraction gratings.
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